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The Theme for May’s Newsletter is all about Healing, be-

ginning with the healing crystal Obsidian, as men-

tioned in the Crystal Wisdom section. One of it’s greatest 

gifts is insight into the cause of dis-ease. It aids the di-

gestion of anything that is hard to accept and promotes 

physical digestion. It detoxifies, dissolving blockages 

and tension in the physical and subtle bodies.  

The Tarot cards chosen; “Archangel Raphael” sitting in 

the Physical Reality Position. This message represents 

Healing with the help of this Brilliant Archangel by our 

side. The second card chosen; “The Divine Physician” sit-

ting in the Higher Self/Energy Position represents Di-

vine Healing. 

The Book of the Month is “Secrets of Space Clearing”. 

Space clearing is the art of cleansing and harmonizing 

(healing) the energy within an environment. 

Colours chosen for this month are Green representing new 

growth and Yellow exemplifying the vibrate rays of the 

sun to energize and heal. 

Book of the Month 

Secrets of Space Clearing 



ATTRIBUTES Obsidian is molten lava that cooled so quickly it had no time to crystallize. Ob-

sidian is a stone without boundaries or limitations. As a result, it works extremely fast and 

with great power. Its truth-enhancing, reflective qualities are merciless in exposing flaws, 

weaknesses, and blockages. Nothing can be hidden from Obsidian. Pointing out how to 

ameliorate all destructive and disempowering conditions, Obsidian impels us to grow and 

lends solid support while we do so. It needs careful handling and is best used under the 

guidance of a qualified therapist as it can bring negative emotions and unpleasant truths 

rushing to the surface. Under skilled guidance, its cathartic qualities are exceedingly valua-

ble. It provides deep soul healing. Obsidian can facilitate in going back to past lives to heal 

festering emotions or trauma that has carried forward into the present. 

Obsidian is a strongly protective stone, forming a shield against negativity. It provides a 

grounding cord from the base chakra to the center of the earth, absorbs negative energies 

from the environment, and strengthens in times of need. It is helpful for highly sensitive 

people. It blocks psychic attack and removes negative spiritual influences.  

A large piece of Obsidian can be extremely efficient at blocking geopathic stress or soaking 

up environmental pollution, but its propensity for exploding the truth into the open has to be taken into account. Many people find its power-

ful effects overwhelming and prefer to choose a gentler stone for this task. But it is extremely helpful for therapists and counselors as it not 

only facilitates getting to the core of the problem, but also mops up energies released as a result. Black or Mahogany Obsidian are the most 

suitable types for this purpose. Mahogany being the gentler. In the same way, placing Obsidian by the bed or under the pillow can draw out 

mental stress and tension, and may have a calming effect, but it can also bring up the reasons for that stress. These reasons then have to be 

confronted before peace can return; this resolves the problem permanently rather than having a palliative effect. One of the gentler forms of 

Obsidian, such as an Apache Tear or Snowflake, would be best for this. As Obsidian is so effective in soaking up nega-

tive energies, it is essential to clean the stone under running water each time it has been used in this way. 

Spiritually, Obsidian vitalizes soul purpose. It eliminates energy blockages and relieves tension, integrating the psy-

chological shadow into the whole to bring spiritual integrity. It anchors the spirit into the body. This stone stimulates 

growth on all levels. It urges exploration of the unknown, opening new horizons. 

Mentally, Obsidian brings clarity to the mind and clears confusion and constricting beliefs. However, it may well do 

this by making it absolutely clear what lies behind mental distress or dis-ease. Once this has been cleared, Obsidian 

expands consciousness, entering the realm of the unknown with confidence and ease.  

Psychologically, Obsidian helps you to know who you truly are, it brings you face to face with your shadow side and 

teaches you how to integrate it. This 

stone also helps you to identify behavioral patterning that is 

now outdated. Obsidian dissolves emotional blockages and 

ancient traumas, bringing a depth and clarity to emotions. It 

promotes qualities of compassion and strength.  

HEALING Obsidian’s greatest gift is insight into the cause of dis

-ease. It aids the digestion of anything that is hard to accept 

and promotes physical digestion. It detoxifies, dissolving block-

ages and tension in the physical and subtle bodies, including 

hardened arteries. It reduces the pain of arthritis, joint prob-

lems, cramps, and injuries. An elixir is beneficial for shock. It 

alleviates pain and stanches bleeding, benefiting the circula-

tion. This stone warms the extremities. It can be used to shrink 

an enlarged prostate.  

Excerpts from “The Crystal Bible” by 

Judy Hall 

For further details on Crystals,   

please visit: 

Energy Wisdom & Tea Lounge 

June Crystal Wisdom 

Red-Black Obsidian 

OBSIDIAN 
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Book a Reading 

with 

Cheri Morgan 

Fridays & Sundays 

Shannon Fischer 

Wednesdays & Saturdays 

Email us today at: 

info@energytealounge.ca 

 

Drop-Ins Welcome 

10:00am-4:00pm 

30 minute session—$75 

60 minute session—$130 



 

About the Reader 
Shannon Fischer is a tarot and intuitive reader who has been using the tarot for herself and professionally for over 10 

years. Over the course of the decade, she has become a reputable Tarot and Oracle card reader, Reiki Master,   

Teacher and Guide in her community as well as online.  

To book a personal reading with Shannon contact us at info@energytealounge.ca 

May 

Tarot Guidance 

First we have card number 8 - “Archangel Raphael” sitting in the Physical      

Reality Position. This message represents Healing with the help of this Brilliant 

Archangel by our side. This month we can expect healing to take place in our 

lives, wherever we have been striving for it to be in better harmony. Ask for AA 

Raphael’s support and guidance and then be open to receive the beautiful   

energy and insights given to align you with better health and vitality. 

 

Second we have the Card number 6 - “The Divine Physician” sitting in the 

“Higher Self” / Energy Position. This message represents Divine Healing,      

Miracles, Renewed Hope and Faith. Trust your connection to All That Is and 

allow yourself to align with the Light to cleanse, purify and protect your body, 

mind and soul. Spending time cultivating this connection, everyday, will help 

you bear witness and experience the miraculous harmony and beauty that is 

always circulating around us. Miraculous and spontaneous healings take place 

when we Believe in a Higher Power and align with those energies. Trust a    

process and surrender to the unfoldment and you will manifest what you are 

attuned to. We always have been. 

 

What in your life would you like healing and harmony with? Sit in the energy of 

Miracles which is in alignment with the Higher Light of Source (All That Is) and 

allow yourself to envision (see in your mind’s eye) the outcome of that which 

you wish to experience. Allow yourself to cultivate the feelings of already 

attaining that goal, wish and/or desire, while you’re aligned with that Higher   

Energy. The longer you stay within those energies, the quicker it will manifest 

into your physical reality.  

Messages of Divine Guidance 



 

Tarot Messages of Divine Guidance (cont.) 



 Poetry Wisdom 

THIS IS A DIAMOND 
 

 

It is clear that This 

Is a Diamond. 

Multifaceted. Faces of God. 

 

Each time I see you now 

I have only two choices: 

break open 

or 

openly break. 

 

How can I explain This? 

It might be easier 

If we 

leave the castle 

climb the walls 

enter the city 

and let Our Love be made 

in 

 

all of God’s streets. 



 

Events & Workshops 

 

Sign up and check out more Events coming soon on our calendar and follow us on Facebook... 

https://energytealounge.ca/calendar  

Facebook @energytealounge 

Check out our Event Calendar  

https://energytealounge.ca/calendar 

 

 

 
 

https://energytealounge.ca/calendar


Showcase 

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE GODDESS 



Dream Catchers 

Agate Crystal Book Ends 

Owl Book Ends 

 





  Kiddie Nook 



Connections 

Advertise Here 

Reserve your spot today for Next Months Newsletter  

(deadline every month is the 30th) 

$ 5.00/business card one side 

$7.50/business card both sides 


